## Definitions of the Noise Related UNECE Regulations

### ECE R9 (Mopeds)
- **Approval of a Vehicle**: Trade name or mark
- **Vehicle Type**: Principles of operation
- **Silencing System**: Outer shape of case
- **Silencing Systems of Different Types**: Shape and dimensions of diaphragm
- **Tyre Class**: Rated supply voltage

### ECE R28 (Motorcycles)
- **Approval of a Vehicle**: Approval of a trade name or mark
- **Vehicle Type**: Motor cycle type
- **Silencing System**: Silencing system component
- **Silencing Systems of Different Types**: Silencing systems of different types
- **Tyre Class**: Rated operating pressure

### ECE R41 (Vehicles >4 Wheels)
- **Approval of a Vehicle**: Approval of a vehicle trade name or mark
- **Vehicle Type**: Motor vehicle type
- **Silencing System**: Noise reduction system component
- **Silencing Systems of Different Types**: Replacement silencing systems or components of said system
- **Tyre Type**: Rated sound frequency

### ECE R51 (Silencer R51)
- **Approval of a Vehicle**: Approval of a moped
- **Moped Type**: Moped type
- **Silencing System**: Exhaust or silencing system types
- **Silencing Systems of Different Types**: Exhaust or silencing systems of different types
- **Tyre Type**: Design family of silencing system or silencing system components

### ECE R59 (Silencer R51 Mopeds)
- **Approval of a Vehicle**: Approval of a RESS or component(s) thereof
- **Moped Type**: Approval of a RESS or component(s) thereof
- **Silencing System**: Silencing system component
- **Silencing Systems of Different Types**: Design family of replacement silencing systems or replacement systems

### ECE R63 (Vehicles >4 Wheels)
- **Approval of a Vehicle**: Approval of a vehicle trade name or mark
- **Vehicle Type**: Type of vehicle
- **Silencing System**: Exhaust or silencing system types
- **Silencing Systems of Different Types**: Exhaust or silencing systems of different types
- **Tyre Type**: Rated sound frequency

### ECE R92 (Silencer R41 Mopeds)
- **Approval of a Vehicle**: Approval of a moped
- **Moped Type**: Moped type
- **Silencing System**: Exhaust or silencing system types
- **Silencing Systems of Different Types**: Exhaust or silencing systems of different types
- **Tyre Type**: Design family of silencing system or silencing system components

### ECE R117 (Tyres)
- **Approval of a Vehicle**: Approval of a vehicle trade name or mark
- **Vehicle Type**: Motor vehicle type
- **Silencing System**: Exhaust or silencing system types
- **Silencing Systems of Different Types**: Exhaust or silencing systems of different types
- **Tyre Type**: Rated sound frequency

### Uniform Elements
- **Approval**
- **Type Definition**
- **Subpart Definitions**
- **Technical descriptors**